
5 Ways to Accelerate 
Your Security Processes
with Komand

Sample PluginsEmail Phishing Investigations
Phishing emails are a common threat for many 

companies. Security analysts manually investigate 

attachments, URLs, or suspicious requests for sensitive 

info, and the effort to retrieve that data is extensive. 

Komand can help your security team detect malicious 

content faster by automating these investigatory tasks.
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Sample PluginsHost Privilege Escalation  
Alert Investigations
In many regulated environments, when a user elevates 

privileges to a system admin, it must be logged and 

reviewed by security personnel. The review often requires 

extensive manual effort. Automating the investigation from 

triage through response is quick and easy with Komand.
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We know how challenging it is to keep up with security incidents. With Komand’s 

security orchestration and automation platform, your team can quickly automate 

time-intensive processes (no code required) so that you’ll not only keep up, you’ll get ahead 

of the curve. See a few ways to get started with automation below.



Sample PluginsCompromised Credentials Containment 
Managing employee permissions is a challenge, and 

during a compromise, carries significant risk, particularly 

for users with a variety of permissions across systems. 

With Komand, you can quickly automate the containment 

of compromised credentials to protect systems and data 

within your organization when an incident occurs.

Sample PluginsMalware Investigation and Containment
Malware has never posed more of a security risk in 

today’s digital environment. With ransomware, viruses, 

spyware, and more, teams are bogged down by the 

overabundance of these malicious programs. With 

Komand, teams can automatically investigate and contain 

malware before it does significant damage.
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Sample PluginsFile Integrity Monitoring Alert Validation 
Too many alerts and not enough time is a common theme 

in security operations, and many alerts aren’t actually 

indicative of a real incident. These false positives end up 

creating a sea of alerts for teams, which ultimately leads 

to alert fatigue. With Komand, teams can validate and 

escalate certain alerts when a real threat is presented.
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Automating Security Processes Has Never Been Easier
Stop losing time and start gaining productivity with a security orchestration and 

automation platform that empowers your team to take command of security operations.      

 Visit komand.com or email sales@komand.com to get started.
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